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The Common Core:
A Poor Choice for States
by Joy Pullmann*

Introduction
In 2010, every state but Alaska, Nebraska,
Common Core education standards
Texas, and Virginia adopted Common Core
comprise a dramatic centralization of
education standards, a set of requirements for
authority over the nation’s historically
what elementary and secondary school
children should know in each grade in math
decentralized K-12 education system
and English language arts. Approximately 80
percent of the public does not know about
Common Core education standards,1 even though they comprise a dramatic centralization of
authority over the nation’s historically decentralized K-12 education system.
The public’s lack of knowledge is troubling because what is taught in public schools is of
fundamental importance to the country’s democracy, individual freedom, and prosperity.2 Public
dialogue on Common Core is necessary to ensure high quality and that special-interest groups
don’t co-opt the process to teach lessons that are tainted by ideology and other agendas. The
notorious Russian communist Vladimir Lenin3 knew the power of controlling schools. He once
said, “Give me four years to teach the children and the seed I have sown will never be
uprooted.”4
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Debate should never be discouraged by appeals to what experts say they know or claims that the
“general public” is somehow too stupid or lack the proper credentials to make informed choices.
Parents whose children will be subject to these new requirements and citizens who will pay for
the standards, associated tests, and myriad related initiatives deserve to know what they contain
and to have a say in whether states adopt them.

Not Really a National Curriculum?
Some advocates of Common Core insist that Common Core is “not a curriculum” and that it will
promulgate “an academic curriculum based on great works of Western civilization and the
American republic.”5 But the standards are being used to write the tables of contents for all the
textbooks used in K-12 math and English classes. This may not technically constitute a
curriculum, but it certainly defines what children will be taught, especially when they and their
teachers will be judged by performance on national tests that are aligned with these standards.
“These standards will form the core
curriculum of every public school program,
drive another stronger wave of high stakes
testing, and thus become student selection
criteria for K-12 school programs such as
Title I services, gifted and talented programs,
high school course placement, and other
academic programs,” write a pair of
education scholars in a recent journal article.6
Even if partly true, this reinforces the urgency for inspecting these standards.

People who characterize Common
Core as anything other than a national
takeover of schooling are either
unaware of these sweeping
implications or are deliberately hiding
this information from the public.

Related initiatives include teacher evaluations, since many states tie teacher ratings to student
performance on tests; school choice, because many school choice states require participating
private schools to administer state tests; nearly all learning materials, because these must now
correspond to Common Core; and college entrance exams including the SAT and ACT.
People who characterize Common Core as anything other than a national takeover of schooling
are either unaware of these sweeping implications or are deliberately hiding this information
from the public.
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Do We Need National Standards?
Why should centrally controlled, taxpayer-funded, unaccountable-to-the-public committees have
the power to define what nearly every U.S. school child will learn?
The most important thing to understand about education standards is that research has
demonstrated they have no effect on student achievement. That’s right: no effect at all. A series
of data analyses from the left-leaning Brookings Institution found no link between high state
standards and high student achievement. “Every state already has standards placing all districts
and schools within its borders under a common regime. And despite that, every state has
tremendous within-state variation in achievement,” says the latest such report.7
Why, then, have many intelligent people argued for a single set of national education standards?
The typical argument, voiced by Bill Gates in the Wall Street Journal, goes like this: “It’s
ludicrous to think that multiplication in Alabama and multiplication in New York are really
different.”8 With states using different standards and tests, a school with the same average
student performance would be, for example, considered failing in Massachusetts yet performing
well in Mississippi.
These proponents ignore that penalties and
Proponents ignore that penalties and
rewards created by the national government
rewards created by the national
are a central reason states have such abysmal
government are a central reason states
standards for K-12 performance. The 2001
No Child Left Behind law required states to
have such abysmal standards for K-12
get nearly all children testing “proficient” by
performance.
2014, but it allowed states to define proficient
because laws prohibit the national
government from determining curriculum and testing. In order to qualify for grants from the
national government, most states set the bar for proficiency in each grade low so few students
could fail to reach it.
This, along with the anti-academic and anti-accountability preferences of the education
establishment9 and the influence of special interests such as textbook publishers in determining
state standards10 are central reasons state standards before Common Core were an
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embarrassment and wildly different from one another.11
Common Core organizers have not revealed the “cut scores” - the test scores that determine
whether a student is judged “advanced,” “proficient,” “partially proficient,” or “not proficient” their new system will impose. They overlook or deliberately ignore the fact that the country
already has a national testing program that sets cut scores: the National Assessment of
Educational Progress, or NAEP. NAEP is a valid, well-respected measuring stick that already
offers states and citizens the ability to compare schools’ progress across state lines without the
intrusions and muddled curriculum the Core introduces.

No Track Record, Mediocre Quality
The first, astonishing thing to note about Common Core is that no state, school district, or even
school has ever used the Core. It has no track record. Yet nearly every state has rushed to put the
nation’s students into a test tube with no evidence of the effects. Ordinarily, changes to
curriculum, even small ones, are made incrementally, giving experts, policymakers, teachers, and
parents time to review and respond to them. Even so, curriculum experts and consultants
continue to chant that the proposed Common Core standards are “rigorous” and “internationally
benchmarked.”
The new standards are neither. The Core’s
Web site labels skepticism about this as one
of many Common Core “myths,” insisting
“international benchmarking played a
significant role in both sets of standards.”12
To evaluate that claim, several math and ELA
curriculum experts have compared the Core to
the best international standards. They found
the Core deficient. To name a few, former U.S. Department of Education official and
mathematician Ze’ev Wurman has said Core math standards would graduate students “below the
admission requirement of most four-year state colleges.”13 He has particularly criticized that the
Core pushes algebra back to grade 9, “contrary to the practice of the highest- achieving
nations,”14 which begin algebra in grade 8.

Curriculum experts and consultants
continue to chant that the proposed
Common Core standards are
“rigorous” and “internationally
benchmarked.” They are neither.

University of Arkansas professor and reading expert Sandra Stotsky served on the Core’s
validation committee but, along with four other committee members, refused to sign it. One of
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her reasons: The standards writers refused to provide evidence that research supports the Core
and that it is benchmarked to international tests.15 She says the Core’s “hard to follow,”
“low-quality” English language arts standards constitute “simply empty skill sets.”16

Leaving Students Unprepared
Another way to evaluate the rigor and quality of the Core is to compare its grade requirements to
what top schools have found is necessary to equip all students for success. One such network is
the Core Knowledge Foundation, which supports public and private schools across the United
States - many in high-poverty, high-minority neighborhoods - and publishes books outlining
what high-quality schools expect in each grade.17
Comparing the Core to the foundation’s
Comparing the Core to the Core
metrics immediately reveals a quality gap. As
Knowledge Foundation’s metrics
early as kindergarten, Core Knowledge
immediately reveals a quality gap.
students encounter money in math class,
whereas Common Core students don’t until
second grade.18 In second grade, Core
Knowledge students begin learning multiplication, while Common Core delays multiplication
until third grade.19
By sixth grade, Common Core students are still exploring multiplication, which Core Knowledge
materials say is far too late. “By fifth grade in countries like Japan or France, students are
already at work on a sophisticated curriculum, quite different in its demands from their work in
third and even fourth grade. Students still learning multiplication facts in fourth grade would not
be prepared for such demands.”20 This quality gap only widens as students age.
Two conservative defenders of Common Core, Kathleen Porter-Magee and Sol Stern, said the
new curriculum would include important books such as Tom Pain’s Common Sense, Abraham
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Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address, and To Kill a Mockingbird.21 But these books don’t appear in the
actual standards but on accompanying lists of book suggestions. Those suggestions also include
piles of trash schools can teach instead. Calling Common Core rigorous is like calling an average
high-school soccer team “world-class.”
These are only a few examples demonstrating that Common Core is neither rigorous nor
internationally competitive. Repeating the claim to the contrary does not make it true.

High Costs During Tight Times
No one really knows how much it will cost to implement Common Core. Most states did not
estimate costs before adopting it. Estimates of the Core’s phase-in cost vary from $3 billion22 to
$16 billion23 nationwide.
Such analyses typically factor in new
textbooks, teacher training, and some
technology upgrades. These and many state
analyses, however, usually do not take into
account the new technology requirements for
future Common Core tests.

Estimates of the Core’s phase-in cost
vary from $3 billion to $16 billion
nationwide.

By 2016, the test creators have said, the tests must be taken exclusively online,24 which is more
expensive and troublesome than current test procedures, especially for rural and poorer schools.
Online testing requires not only hardware - computers, tech labs, earphones, and microphones but Internet connections, newer operating systems, and tech support.25
The new tests will also cost far more to administer each year. Georgia testing officials, for
example, said previous tests cost taxpayers $5 per student per year, but Common Core tests
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would cost $22 per student annually, more than four times as much.26 Spending so much more
for testing wouldn’t necessarily be a bad thing if it delivered better learning results, but as we’ve
seen this would not be the case.
Even these estimates ignore the price of frustration and revamped lesson planning for teachers,
which will be massive and inestimable. And then there’s the cost of reengineering teacher’s
colleges, which are widely known to be grossly inefficient and resistant to change. Richard
Vedder, director of the Center for College Affordability and Productivity, wrote: “By and large,
however, colleges of education are considered vast wastelands of mediocrity at most
comprehensive universities. And it certainly seems that most of the good research on learning,
educational costs, etc., is being done outside education schools by psychologists, political
scientists and economists.”27

Anti-Knowledge Bias
Proponents expect the Core to change far more than the basic outlines of what states expect
students to know in each grade. In addition to usurping nearly every standardized test,
proponents expect it to entirely overhaul teacher preparation, evaluations, and methods.
In a recent panel discussion, representatives
from prominent U.S. school districts, the U.S.
Department of Education, and the Core’s lead
writing team forecasted necessary changes to
teacher colleges and standardized testing
apparently with the intention of evaluating
students’ behavior rather than content
knowledge.28

In addition to usurping nearly every
standardized test, proponents expect
the Core to entirely overhaul teacher
preparation, evaluations, and methods.

California recently announced the new Common Core tests mean a shift away from fill-in-thebubble tests and toward measuring “creative thinking.”29 Last time the state did that, it literally
meant tests asked students to doodle and conduct group discussions.30 This sort of testing and
emphasis has not only been shown to particularly and permanently keep poor and minority
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students behind,31 it moves education from the pursuit of knowledge to social engineering.
A focus on “skills” and “affective” learning (e.g., emotions and values) at the expense of
knowledge doomed the last attempt at national standards, Goals 2000, and the related
outcomes-based education movement.32 Then, as now, tests were to shift away from measuring
students’ ability to correctly answer grade-level knowledge questions to measuring students’
feelings, performance, and beliefs.
A 2009 stimulus bill earmark – guarantees of
grants from the national government to
The federal government provided all
particular recipients willing to do what the
the funds for these national tests and
government wants – required state databases
major grants to the nonprofit groups
to track students’ religious affiliations, family
who wrote Common Core.
income, family voting status, health care
history, and disciplinary records. These
records will span preschool to workforce entry and will be linked to Common Core tests. The
U.S. Department of Education issued regulations allowing the sharing of personally identifiable
student information without parent consent, despite a U.S. law prohibiting this.33

Loss of Local Autonomy
Defenders of Common Core standards assert that the project is state-instigated and -controlled.34
Why, then, do national government officials need to review these tests? Because the federal
government provided all the funds for these national tests and major grants to the nonprofit
groups who wrote Common Core.35 They and big funders of government expansion such as the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation bankrolled the entire project. Big businesses (including
Microsoft) have significant financial stakes in national education markets. They are leading the
effort to promote Common Core to lawmakers and business leaders.
States may not change Common Core standards, must adopt all of them at once, and may only
add up to an additional 15 percent of requirements.36 The standards themselves have no clear
31
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governance, meaning there is no procedure for states to follow to make changes they feel are
necessary. It is highly unlikely individual states would control or greatly influence any such
process, given the standards’ collective nature.
The Obama administration has made sure that only adoption of Common Core standards meets
its definition of “college and career readiness standards.” If the president has his way, states will
lose federal money for setting their own standards, as they already were refused access to “Race
to the Top” stimulus dollars if they refused Common Core. In his January State of the Union
address, President Obama bragged that Race to the Top grants “convinced almost every state” to
adopt Common Core.
Core proponents frequently assert the
standards allow for great amounts of
innovation because they let teachers, textbook
companies, administrators, teacher colleges,
and so forth all work together on the same
project. Actually, the Core constrains
creativity, stating exactly where it may
function and how, which destroys the very
definition of innovation.

The Obama administration has made
sure that only adoption of Common
Core standards meets its definition of
“college and career readiness
standards.”

“A single set of curriculum guidelines, models, or frameworks cannot be justified at the high
school level, given the diversity of interests, talents and pedagogical needs among adolescents,”
write the hundreds of bipartisan signatories of the Closing the Door on Innovation manifesto. “A
one-size-fits-all model not only assumes that we already know the one best curriculum for all
students; it assumes that one best way for all students exists.”37
The standards and their related tests already have shown a propensity to quash innovation in
school choice programs and private schools. Voucher programs like Indiana’s require students
to take state tests, which will soon be Common Core tests, and private schools have begun also
to implement the Core. “A very big consideration is all the textbook publishers, the testing
manufacturers, are [adapting] their products” to the Core, and so are teacher training programs, a
representative of the National Catholic Educational Association told Education Week.38

A Bad Choice for America
Special interests are the only ones to have had a seat at the table in developing Common Core:
Parents and elected officials were largely shut out. Common Core represents an improvement
over most state standards only because those standards were so awful. It replaces low
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benchmarks with barely better benchmarks, is confusing and of poor quality itself, and
introduces a host of privacy and curricular concerns.
Firms that earn significant income by selling tests, textbooks, and professional development
sponsor the entities that developed the Core and own its copyright (the National Governors
Association and Council of Chief State School Officers). Earning money isn’t bad, but a
centralized education market is a significant boon to big companies, giving them a large
financial stake in getting it and keeping it that way regardless of the instructional effects and
costs to taxpayers. “Everybody’s excited about it,” a Chicago investment firm founder told
Reuters.39

U.S. schools obviously need to
improve. But will Common Core help?
No.

“We’re on the cusp of a whole new way of
doing schooling,” Joanne Weiss, chief of staff
to U.S. Education Secretary Arne Duncan,
recently said about Common Core.40 That is
certainly true, and U.S. schools obviously
need to improve.

But will Common Core help? No. On the contrary, it’s a bad choice for America.
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